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canonical form of this pencil from that of AA, - Bi, i = 1,2. Examples are given 
which illustrate our results. 0 Elseuier Science Inc., 1996 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A pencil of matrices AA - I3 E C[ ~1, n is called regular if 
(1) A and B are square matrices of the same order n, and 
(2) the determinant 1 A A - B I does not vanish identically. 
In all other cases (m # n, or m = n but 1 AA - B 1 = 01, the pencil is called 
singular. 
Given the regular pencil AA - B, a vector subspace Jy of C” is said 
(A A - B&invariant (or deflating) if dim( AH + BJV) < dim H (cf. [7]). It is 
easy to see that A.N<M if and only if J” is (AZ, - A)-invariant; so this 
concept extends that of invariant subspace of an n-square matrix. 
Two pencils AA - B, AC - D E @[A]mx” are called strictly equivalent if 
there exist two constant square nonsingular matrices (i.e., matrices indepen- 
dent of A) P and Q of orders m and n, respectively, such that 
AC - D = P( AA - B)Q. 
Clearly, this defines an equivalence relation. A canonical form for strict 
equivalence of regular pencils was first established by Weierstrass [8] and 
Kronecker [4], who extended the results of Weierstrass to the case of singular 
pencils. The Weierstrass-Kronecker canonical form is well documented in 
textbooks, e.g. [l, Chapter XII]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Given the matrix pencil AA - B E C[ A],’ “. Then 
AA - B is strictly equivalent to a pencil A A” - B”, whose form is 
AA” - B” = diag(l, ,,..., LEp, M, ,,..., MT,,, AZ, -J, AN - IS) (1) 
where : 
(a) LCi is an l i x (q + 1) bidiagonal block, and l j is called a minimal 
index for the columns of 
A[' *ye ‘;. ()i - i 0 1 . . . .-. 
\ 0 1 
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(b) M,! is an (vi + 1) x q bidiagonal block, and qi is called a minimal 
index for the rows of 
h 
lo \ '1 \ 
1 . . 0 . . 
‘()- ..‘l’ 
\ 1, \ 0, 
(c) the matrix J is equal to the diagonal direct sum 
Jj E @P,XP, 
CD iL Ji, with 
a Jordan block associated to the (finite) elementary divisor 
(A - hi)PI, for i = 1,. . . , v; 
(d) the matrix N E 62”’ is a block-diagonal matrix formed by Jordan 
blocks N,, associated to the infinite elementary divisors pvf, for i = 1, . . , , w. 
the 
The invariants for the pencil h A - B are all the minimal indices and all 
elementary divisors. 
REMARK 1.2. 
(i) Denoting by q the permutation matrix of order j, 
q= 1 1 . . 1 . I 
for 77 = E we have 
where ’ denotes the transpose. We also have 
‘p,( “p, - Jz)$, = (“p, - Ji)’ and ‘q, (‘NV, - ‘g,>‘q, = (AN,, - I,,)f. 
So the canonical form of the transpose of the pencil (1) is 
diag( Me,, . . . , Mtp, L,,, . . . , L,,,, AZ, - J, AN - I,,). 
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(ii) The pencil A A - B is regular if and only if no blocks of types (la) 
and (lb) occur in (I). In this case the canonical form is called the Weierstrass 
canonical form. Moreover, if det A # 0, we have 
hA” - B” = hI, -1, (2) 
andifdet(hA-B)=k+OwithkE@,wehave 
hA” - B” = hN - I,,. (3) 
Given the regular matrix pencils AA, - Bi E C[~]“ixn~ (i = 1,2), we are 
interested in the problem of determining a matrix pencil whose eigenvalues 
are oios, where (pi are the eigenvalues of h A, - B, and os those of 
AA, - B,. [Here we use the convention x * CQ = m for every z E @ - (0) 
and m * 00 = ~0, but 0 * ~0 is indeterminate.] If vi E @“t is an eigenvector for 
the pencil AA, - Bi associated to the eigenvalue cri E @ (i = 1,2>, then 
( oi A, - B,)oi = 0. Hence we deduce 
As usual, we agree that mA - B := A for a pencil AA - B. So the preceding 
formula is also valid when (pi or cry2 is equal to m. 
In this paper we study the matrix pencil 
AA, @AA, - B, 8 B,, 
where AA, - B, E C[ A]“+‘,* (i = 1,2). In Section 2 we shall prove that the 
pencil AA, 8 A, - B, 8 B, is regular only if the pencils A Ai - Bi, i = 1,2, 
are regular, and we shall see with an example in Remark 2.5 that the converse 
is false. Afterwards we shall give a criterion for the regularity of the pencil 
AA, @ A, - B, 8 B, in Theorem 3.2. We shall show in Theorem 2.6 that if 
.J (i = 1,2) is (AA, - B,)-invariant (in the case AA, - Bi regular), then 
Jv SNs satisfy the following inequality: 
ConsequentlyJY; sJ~ is (AA, 8 A, - B, 8 Bs)-invariant, when this pencil 
is regular; so this result generalizes the corresponding algebraic property of 
the ordinary invariant subspaces given in 15, Section 2.1, Theorem 1.31. 
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Finally, in Section 3, we shall obtain the Weierstrass-Kronecker canonical 
form for the pencil AA, 8 A, - B, @ B, in the general case A Aj - Bi E 
a=[ h]V’~, (i = 1,2), expressing the invariants of this pencil in terms of those 
of AA, - Bi for i = 1,2. This result is a generalization of Theorem 1.4 from 
[5, Chapter 71, in which is solved the problem of determining the Jordan 
normal form of the tensor product of two matrices. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In the sequel we denote by A A” - Bc the Weierstrass-Kronecker canoni- 
cal form of a pencil AA - B. In the next section we want to obtain the 
Weierstrass-Kronecker canonical form of a pencil which is generated by a 
pair (A, @ A,, B, 8 B,) of Kronecker products of two matrices, where 
AA, - B, E ,[A],,‘,i for i = 1,2. The next lemma simplifies our problem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let AA, - Bi E C:[A]~~~~, (i = 1,2). Then the pencil 
AA, 8 A, - B, @ B, is strictly equivalent to AA; @ Ai - B,” @ B,“. 
Proof As there are nonsingular matrices I’,, Qi of orders m, and n,, 
respectively, such that AA; - Bf = P,(AA, - B,)Q, for each i = 1,2, it 
follows from [2, Chapter II, (2.II)] that 
AA; 63 A; - B,” @ B,” = AP,A,Q, @ P,A,Q, - P,B,Q, 8 PzB,Q, 
and the proof is complete. n 
We also need two technical results. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let m = m1m2 and n = nIn2. There exist two permutation 
matrices Q,, Q2 of orders m and n, respectively, such that 
Q1( AA, 8 A, - B, @ B2)Q2 = AA, 8 A, - B, 8 B, 
for all AA, - Bi E CIA]m~x”l (i = 1,2). Moreover, if mi = ni (i = 1,2), 
then Q1 = (Qz>-’ = (Qz>“. 
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proof. It follows immediately from 12, Chapter II, (2.14) and (2.13)] and 
also from [6, Chapter IV, Exercise 431, in the case of square matrices. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let m = p(9 + r) and m’ = p’( 9’ + r’). There exist per- 
mutation matrices Q1 and Qz of orders m and m’, respectively, such that 
for all X E CPxP’, Y E @q’q’, and Z E CrXr’. Moreover, if m = m’, p = p’, 
9 = 9’, r = r’, then Q1 = (Q2)-l = <Qz)“. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of [2, Chapter II, (2.14) and 
(2.13)] and also of [6, Chapter IV, Exercise 431, for square matrices. n 
In the following theorem we analyze the regularity of matrix pencils 
generated by tensor product of square matrices. We will make use of the 
following well-known result: 
det( hA - B) = (det A)h” + ... +( - I)“det I?, (4) 
where A, B E Cnxn. Moreover, det(hA - B) = 0 has the equivalent state- 
ment 
for each CY E @ there exists v, E @” ( v, z 0) such that (Y Av, = Bv, . (5) 
THEOREM 2.4. Let Ai, Bi (i = 1,2) be n,-square complex matrices. lf 
the pencil AA, 8 A, - B, 8 B, is regular, then the two pencils hAi - Bi 
(i = 1,2) are regular. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Without loss of generality we may suppose 
that AA, - B, is singular, by Lemma 2.2. Then by (5) we have 
for each (Y E @ there exists v, E @“I (v, # 0) such that crA1vl), = Blv,. 
(6) 
Now, the proof can be reduced to the following cases. 
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Case (a): AA, - B, is singular. Then applying (5) to AA, - B, and 
(Y = I, it follows that there exists a nonzero vector w1 E cn2 such that 
A,w, = B,w,. Thus by (61, taking 0 # u, @ wi E @“I”~ for each (Y E C, we 
obtain 
which contradicts the regularity of the pencil AA, @ A, - B, @ B,. 
Case (b): AA, - B, is regular with an eigenvalue A, # 0. Then there 
exists 0 # w0 E a=“2 such that A,A,w, = B,w,. Now, for each (Y E C, we 
have by (6) 
aA,( A, 8 A,)( 2i, 8 q,) = (B, 8 Bp)(u, @ w,)). 
Since ah, runs over @ as CY does for fixed A,, # 0, again we have obtained a 
contradiction. 
Case (c): AA, - B, is regular with det(AA, - B,) = akAk for any 
k > 1 and for any ak E @, ak f 0: Then by (4) we have det A, = 0 = 
det B,. Therefore, there exist nonzero vectors 
o E @“I such that A,6 = 0 and u: E @“2 such that B,w = 0 
Now taking o @ w # 0 for each (Y E @ we obtain 
a( A, c% A,)(u @ w) = 0 = (B, 8 B2)(o @ w), 
again a contradiction. 
Case (d): AA, - B, is regular with constant determinant. Then by (4) 
we have det A, = 0 = det B,. Reasoning exactly as in the previous case, the 
same contradiction follows. 
Thus the theorem is proved. n 
REMARK 2.5. The converse of the above theorem is false. Take, for 
instance, the following regular pencils: 
AA,-B,= (,’ jl). 
It can be verified that the first column of the corresponding matrix pencil 
AA, 8 A, - B, @ B, consists of zeros. 
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It is known that the concept of invariant subspace of a regular pencil 
extends that of invariant subspace of an n-square matrix. The following 
theorem shows a property in this direction. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let hAi - Bi E C”iXnt (i = 1,2> be regular pencils, 
and let J!$ (i = 1,2) be subspaces of @“I. If 4 is (h Ai - B,)-invariant for 
i = 1,2, then J$ @Jyz satisfies the following: 
In particular, if AA, 8 A, - B, @ B, is regular as well, then HI @Hz is a 
(AA, @ A, - B, 8 B,)-invariant subspace. 
Proof. We shall denote by q the subspace Aie + B,K (i = 1,2). By 
the hypothesis we have 
dimZ/i‘<dim4 foreach i = 1,2. (7) 
For every subspace vi-, we consider the direct decomposition q = Xi”= ,qj, 
where 
Now Equation (1.9) from [3] yields the direct sums 
and 
Now Equation (1.14) from 131 yields 
(8) 
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where I = ((1, l), (1,2), (2, 0, 6421, (2,31, (3,2>, (3,311. 
Finally, bearing in mind (7)-(91, we obtain 
which completes the proof. 
3. WEIERSTRASS-KRONECKER CANONICAL FORM 
Applying Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we have directly 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(i) Let hAi - Bi E C[A]“*“~ (i = 1,2) he regular pencils. Let 
where ri + si = ni with ri, si > 0 f&-i = 1, 2 (if 7; = 0 or si = 0, I,, and],.,, 
or I,, and N,, respectively, do not appear in (10)). Then AA, @ A, - B, ~3 B, 
is strictly equivalent to the following block-diagonal matrix pencil: 
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(ii) Let AA{ - Bi E C[A]m~xn~ 
ejk,AA, - Bij for i = 1,2 ( 
(i = 1,2) be pencils. Let AAT - BP = 
see (1)). Then AA, @ A, - B, 8 B, is strictly 
equivalent to the block-diagonal matrix pencil whose diagonal blocks pencils 
are 
AA,, 63 igl - tilh @ &, h=l,..., k,, l=l,..., k,. (12) 
Thus in view of Theorem 3.1, we conclude that the invariants of the 
pencil AA, @ A, - B, @ B, are all the invariants, including repetitions, of 
the diagonal blocks in (12) [(ll) in the particular case(i)]. 
We consider separately these pencils. Firstly we deal with the diagonal 
blocks in (ll), of which the first and the fourth are clearly regular. 
Case 1: The pencil AZ,, @ I,.* - Jr, @ J,. This case is solved in [S, 
Chapter 7, Theorem 1.41. 
Case 2: The pencil AZrl @ NS, - Jr, KJ ZSz. Let J,., = @L=iJ; and NS, 
= @ Iz i Ni, where J; denotes a Jordan block associated to the elementary 
divisor (A - Ai> Pk for each k = 1, . . . , v, and Ni denotes a Jordan block 
associated to the infinite elementary divisor /.~q’, for each 1 = 1,. . . , w. By 
using Lemma 2.3, it is easy to see that the invariants of AZ,., 8 NS, - J,., @ ZSz 
are all the invariants, including repetitions, of the pencils 
Alp, @ Ni -1; @ In,, k = 1,. . . , v, 1 = 1,. . . , w. 
Hence assume that v = w = 1, and that AZ,, - Jr, and AN,, - ZSz are 
regular pencils with elementary divisors (A - a)” and ~“2, respectively. We 
write 
Jr, =1(7-12 a) = 4, + K,, (13) 
where Us, is the auxiliary unit matrix with l’s in positions (i, i + 11, i = 
1 ,.**> r - 1, and O’s elsewhere [if ri = 1, Ur, does not appear in (13)J. It is 
easy to verify that 
det(ACl Q Ns, - I,., o zJ = ( -f>r1s2, 
Two cases are possible: 
(i) a # 0. 
(ii) a = 0. 
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6): NOW this pencil is regular, and by Remark 1.2 the desired canonical form 
is (3). We want compute the elementary divisors of the form I_L~ of the pencil 
= - P(aG, Q Is2 + U, @ &> + I,, @ X1. (14) 
Set HrIS2 = --al,, @ Is2 - U,., @ Is2 = (-al,l - Cl,,> @ Is2. Here H,,,? is 
nonsingular because a # 0. Then the pencil (14) has the form 
and multiplying this pencil on the left by HrIiP = (-aI,, - Ur,)p’ 8 1,7, the 
resulting pencil is 
l.~L~,s> + K:,!I( I,, @ X2) = I+,, + ] ( -al,, - Ur,)-’ @ &] (I,, @ Xl) 
= &Yz + (-al,, - Ur,)-’ ~3 NY>. 
Since -u-l I,, + U,., is the Jordan normal form of (-al,, - U,,)Y’, it follows 
again from [5, Chapter 7, Theorem 1.41 that the desired elementary divisors 
are $2 repeated r1 times. 
(ii): Now this pencil is singular. As in (13), we denote by Us, the matrix ?J,,. 
\ 
We shall consider a suitable permutation on the rows of (15) and then the 
same permutation on the columns. This new ordering is obtained reading on 
. ( IEj) 
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the columns instead on the rows in the sequence given below. We distinguish 
two cases: (a> rr < se and (b) rr > ss. For (a) the sequence is 
1 2 ... f-1 . . . s2 
s,+l ... ?-l + s2 - 1 ..* 2s, - 1 2% 
(rl - l)s, + 1 .** s2 + (rl -‘l)(s, - 1) ..* ..*. f-lS2. 
We denote by P the permutation matrix obtained by performing on the 
columns of ZrIS, the new ordering. Straightforward calculations show that 
P-y AZ,, @ u se - UT, @ &,)P 
= diag(L,, L, ,..., L,,_r, AZ,, - Ur,I?y.rt AZ,, - U,, Mr,-r,..., Mr, M0)2 
using the notation of (1). Therefore, the invariants of the pencil (15) in this 
case are ei = i - 1 = ran for i = 1, . . . , rl, and A’1 repeated s2 - rr times. 
For (b), a similar argument with the sequence 
1 . . . SZ 
(s,-l)s,+l ... Sz” 
(rl-s&+1 .... (rl-s2+1)sp 
(rl - l)s, + 1 ... ?-1s2 
shows that 
P-‘( AZ,, Q U 82 - U,, 8 Zs,)P 
= diag( La, L,, . . . . Z+-r, AU,: - IS, ,r!,.Sf AUS: - ZSz, MSp_r, . . . . M,, Ma). 
Therefore, the invariants of the pencil (15) in this case are ei = i - 1 = nj 
f or i = 1,. . . , s2, and Z.L’” occurring rr - s, times. 
Case 3: The pencil ANSI @ Zr2 - IsI @ Jr,. By Lemma 2.2 this pencil has 
the same invariants as AZrz @ N,, - J,., 8 ISI. They are given in case 2(i)-(G) 
on replacing rl by r2 and s2 by sr. 
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Case 4: The pencil AN,, @ NS, - ZS, @ ZS2. We have det(NS1 8 NS, - I,, 
@I,, ) = (- 1)‘1’2. Then by Remark 1.2 the desired canonical form is (3). Let 
V,,: be the Jordan normal form of NS, Q x5,. Clearly AN,, Q NS, - Z,\, @ Is1 
is strictly equivalent to hN,I,,, - Zs,S,, which is the desired Weierstrass 
canonical form. Therefore, this case is immediate from [5, Chapter 7, 
Theorem 1.41 as well as case 1. n 
Theorems 2.4, 3.1 and the above cases 2(n), 3 provide a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the regularity of the pencil AA, 8 A, - B, 8 B,, 
namely 
THEOREM 3.2. The pencil h A, 8 A, - B, @ B, is regular if and only $ 
both pencils hAi - Bi (i = 1,2) are regular, and if either of them has 
infinite elementary divisors, the other one does not have the eigenvalue 0. 
We consider separately the remaining pencils in (12). 
By Remark 1.2(i), t ransposing the pencil if necessary, any possible case 
may be reduced to one of the following, where AA,,, - El,, = L, for E = .s 
and AA,, - Z%al is the canonical form associated to each of_ the following 
invariants: (A - a)‘, E = r, 17 = r, and pr. (We recall that AArh - Z?,,, = I,, 
in every case.) 
Case 5. Let A& - Z?,, = AZ, -J, with J = J(r, a) a Jordan block 
associated to the elementary divisor (A - aY. We write J(r, a) = al, + U,. ;LS 
in (13). We subdivide this case into two other cases: 
(i) a = 0. 
(ii) a # 0. 
(i): The pencil AA,, @ A,, - glh @ Z&, has the form 
'AZ, -U, \ 
AZ, -U,. E q,y(s+l)r~ ( 16) 
\ Ar, -ci, 
We apply a permutation on the columns of (16). This new ordering of the set 
(1,. . . , (S + 1)r) is obtained by reading from left to right on the columns 
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instead of on the rows in the following sequence: 
1 2 ...... r-1 ?- 
r+l r+2 f-+3 ...... 2r 
s.f- + 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . (s + 1)’ 
Then, performing a similar permutation on the rows 1, . . . , ST, we obtain the 
canonical form of (161, namely: (a) if s < r, 
(b) if s > r, 
(ii>: In this case, the pencil Ailh Q Kzl - ilh 8 i,, has the form 
h -1 \ 
AZ, -1 srx (s + lb 
E a=[A] , 
\ 
AZ; -J 
in which all blocks are r-square. We perform the following sequence of 
elementary operations on the preceding pencil: Multiply block rows 2, . . . , s 
by J, J2,. . . > ]“- ‘> 
J-i, J-2,. . .) I-“, 
respectively, and multiply block columns 2, . . . , s + 1 by 





Now we apply a permutation on the columns of (17). This new ordering of 
the set {l, . . . , (s + l)r) is obtained by reading on the columns instead of on 
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the rows in the following sequence: 
1 . . . r 
r+l *.* 2r 
srfl *.- (s + 1)r. 
Then, performing a similar permutation on the rows 1, . . . , ST, we obtain the 
canonical form of (17), namely 
diag( L,$ , . r. , I,,). 
Case 6. Let A A,, - I?,, = L,. In this case, the pencil Ai,, 8 A,, - 
ZZlh 8 Bzl E C[ hlsrx(‘+ rXr+ ‘) has the form 
41 
(18) 
We apply a permutation on the columns of (18). This new ordering of the set 
(1,. . . , (s + 1Xr + 1)) is obtained by reading from left to right on the 
columns instead of on the rows in the following sequence: 
1 2 ...... r r+l 
r+2 r+3 f-+4 ...... 2(r+1) 
s(r+ 1) + 1 ... ... ... ... (s+l)(r+l) 
Now performing a permutation on the rows I, . . . , sr, in the above way, from 
the sequence 
1 2 ...... r-l r 
r+l r+2 r + 3 ...... 2r 
(s - l)r + 1 ... ......... sr 
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we obtain the canonical form of (18), namely 
where t = min{s, r). 
Case 7. Let AA,, - Z?,, = (L,)f. In this case, the pencil AA,, Q Azl - 
gr* @ Zj,, E @[A]++lW(s+nr d so has the form (18). We perform a permu- 
tation on the columns of (18) and then other similar permutation on the rows. 
This new ordering of the set (1,. . . , (s + l)r} is obtained by reading on the 
columns instead of on the rows in the following sequence: 
1 . . . r 
sr + 1 **f (s + l)r. 
The new ordering of rows 1,. . . , s(r + 1) is obtained analogously from the 
following sequence: 
1 . . . r+l 
(s - l)(r + 1) + 1 *** s(r + 1). 
To give the resulting pencil, we distinguish two cases: 
(a) s < r: 
diag( A, AZ, - Us,. . . , AZ, - Us, L, ,'r.", L , A( U,)” - Z,, . . . , 
(b) s > r: 
A(Q)‘- I,, -1); 
diag(A, AZ, - ZJ, ,..., AZ,. - U,, M,,sTI, M,, A(U,)t -I, ,..., 
A(Z,# - I,, -1). 
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Case 8. Let A&[ - Z&, = AU, - I,. 
Blh o & E a=[ A]srx(s+ ‘jr has the form 
Now, the pencil AA,,, @ A,, - 




Air -I, I 
We apply a permutation on the columns of the preceding pencil. This new 
ordering of the set (1,. . . , (s + 1)r) is obtained by reading on the columns 
instead of on the rows in the following sequence: 
1 . . . r 
sr+1 ... (.s + 1)r. 
The new ordering of rows 1,. . . , sr is obtained analogously from the follow- 
ing sequence: 
1 . . . r 
(s - 1)’ + 1 ..*. ST. 
Thus we obtain the canonical form of (19). We distinguish two cases: 
(a> s + 1 < r: 
diag(l,, L, ,..., L,v_,, L,Y,:I.S, L,, A(U,)’ - Z,Y,..., A(U,)f - Z,, -1); 
(b) s + 1 > r: 
diag(L,,&,.... I,,_. 1, A( ,)’ - I,".'!,' 
A(UJt - I,, A(&$ - I,_, ,..., -1). 
We can summarize the content of Theorem 3.1 and the preceding eight 
cases in the following fundamental result. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let AA, - Bi E @[A]m~xn~ (i = 1,2) be pencils. All 
invariants of the pencil AA, @ A, - B, Q B, are obtained in the following 
way : 
(1) If (A - a)’ and (A - b>’ are any finite elementa y divisors of 
AA, - B, and AA, - B,, respectively, then to them correspond invariants 
of AA, 8 A, - B, 8 B, as follows: 
(i) ab z 0, 
s+r-(et-l) 
(A-ab) , t = l,... ,min{s, r}; 
(ii) a f 0, b = 0, 
A’, s times; 
(iii) b # 0, a = 0, 
A”, r times ; 
(iv) a = b = 0, 
Ak twice, k = 1,. . . , min{s, r} - 1, and Ami”(s,r), Is - rl + 1 times. 
(2) lf (A - a>$ and pr are any finite elementa y divisor of one of the two 
pencils AAi - B, and any infinite elementa y divisor of the other one, 
respectively, then to them correspond invariants of AA, @ A, - B, @ B, as 
follows : 
(i) a # 0, 
(ii) a = 0 and s < r, 
q=i-l=qi fori=l,.,., s, and A”, r-stimes; 
(iii) a = 0 and s > r, 
q = i - 1 = qi fori = l,..., r, and pr, s - rtimes. 
(3) Zf pS and pr are any infinite elementa y divisors of AA, - B, and 
AA, - B,, respectively, then to them correspond invariants of AA, 8 A, - 
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B, 8 B, as follows: 
pk twice, k = 1,. . . , min{ s, r} - 1, and pminfSlrl, 1s - t-1 + 1 times. 
(4) zj-•= [ spct’ 1 s re e ave y, 77 = s] and (h - u)~ are any minimal index of 
the columns [rows] of one of the two pencils A Ai - Bi and any finite 
elementary divisor of the other one, respectively, then to them correspond 
invariants of hA, 8 A, - B, @ B, as follows: 
(i) a=Oands<r: 
ei=i-1 [qi = i - 11, hi, i = l,..., s, 
and 
E sfl = s b&+1 = 4, r - s times; 
(ii) a=Oands>r: 
ei = i - 1 [vi = i - I], hi, i = 1,. . . , r, and A’, s - r times 
(iii) u # 0: 
E=S [q=s], r times. 
(5)zf - [spct 1 E - s re e ive y, 77 = s] and E = r [ 77 = r] are any minimal 
indices of the columns [rows] of AA, - B, and h A, - B,, respectively, then 
to them correspond invariants of h A, @ A, - B, @ B, as follows: 
l i=i-1 [vi = i - l] twice, i = l,..., min{s, r}, 
and 
et+l = min{s,r} [qt+l = min{s,r}], (s - r-1 + 1 times. 
(6) If E = s and q = rare any minimal index of the columns of one of the 
two pencils hAi - Bi and any minimal index of the rows of the other one, 
respectively, then to them correspond invariants of hA, @ A, - B, 8 B, as 
follows : 
(i) s < r: 
h’,~‘, i=l,..., s, and E=S, r-stimes; 
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(ii) s > r: 
A”, p’, i = 1,. . . , r, and 77 = r, s - r times. 
(7) zj- E = [ p d’ I s res e ave y, 77 = s] and pr are any minimal index of the 
columns [rows] of one of the two pencils AAi - Bi and any infinite elemen- 
ta y divisor of the other one, respectively, then to them correspond invariants 
of AA, @A, - B, @ B, as follows: 
(i) s + 1 < r: 
Ei=i-1 [qi=i-11, /_l.i, i=l,..., s, 
E s+1 =s hs+l = 4 r - s times; 
(ii) s + 1 > r: 
ei = i - 1 [vi = i - I], pi, i = 1,. . . , r, and pr, s - r times. 
4. EXAMPLES1 
(1) Let A Aj - Bi (i = 1,2> two regular pencils whose elementary divi- 
sors are {(A - 2j2, p4) and {(A + 1j3, p2, A2} respectively. These can be 
paired as follows: 
(A - 2)“, (A + 1)3; (A - 2)2, p2; (A - 2)“, A2; 
p4. (A + 1)3; /.L~, p2; /.L~, A2. 
We have the results in Table 1. 
(2) Let AAi - Bi (i = 1,2> be two pencils of order 16 X 17 and 14 X 13, 
respectively, whose respective invariants are 
kl = 0, ee = 3, q1 = 5, (A + 1)3, p4) 
’ Besides the mathematical proofs of our results, we have checked these examples using the 
Matlab system on a 486 personal computer. 
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TABLE I 
AA, - B, AA, - B, AA, 8 A, - B, Q B, 
(A - 2>2 (A + 1j3 (A + 2j4,(A + 212 
y$ p2 p2> p2 
2 A2 A”, A2 
CL4 (A + 1j3 cL4> p4> tL4 
w4 pcL2 p> EL, pu2, $3 lL2 
CL4 A2 E, = i - 1 = q (i = 1,2), A’, A2 
and 
{q = 0, q2 = 4, El = 2, A - 2, A’, P”}. 
By pairing each invariant of the first pencil with each one of the second one 
and by applying Theorem 3.3, we have the results in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
AA, - B, AA, - B, AA, 8 A, - B, @ B, 
El = 0 
All 
E2 = 3 
E2 = 3 
E2 = 3 
E2 = 3 
E2 = 3 
771 = 5 
171 = 5 
q1 = 5 
771 = 5 
771 = 5 
(A + 1j3 
(A + 1)” 
(A + 1)” 
(A + 1j3 







771 = 0 
772 = 4 




772 = 4 




772 = 4 




772 = 4 




ei = 0 (i = 1,. . . ,13) 
72, = 0 (i = 1,. , . , 16) 
A, A”, A3, l 1 = 3, /_L’, /-L’, p 
El = 0, E2 = 0, Eg = 1, E4 = 1, Eg = 2, qj = 2 
El = 3 
El = 0, l 2 = 1, A2, A’, A 
l i = i - l,p’(i = 1,2,3) 
77, = i - 1 twice (i = 1, . . ,5) 
A, A2, Ed = 2, .zp = 2, e3 = 2, $, CL 
771 = 5 
q1 = 0, r/P = 1, A”, A”, A”, A’, A 
q = i - 1, $ (i = 1,2,3), p3, p3 
71 = 4, 772 = 4, 77:j = 4 
= 2, E2 = 2, Eg = 2 
;r, + 2)3 
A’, A2, A2 
pL3> F3> p3 
q = i - l,w’(i = 1,...,4) 
ci = i - 1, pi (i = 1,2>, E3 = 2, E4 = 2 
CL4 
Ei = i - 1 = 77, (i = 1,2), A2, A2 
I*, CL, cL2> cL2> p3> pL3 
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